Watering Guidelines for
ESTABLISHED Gardens
Automatic Irrigation: 3 Days Per Week Watering Restrictions or No Restrictions
Water is the essential ingredient to creating a beautiful, thriving garden. It is the responsibility of our clients to water
their plants. We have created this guide to help you properly water your garden throughout the gardening season.

Watering Guidelines
for Established Gardens

How Often Should I Water During the
Spring Months?

The objective in watering established plantings is
to encourage the roots to grow deeply. Instead of
keeping the garden evenly moist as you did when
the plants were new, alternate deep water with a
drying period. As the surface becomes slightly
dry, the roots are forced to grow deeper to reach
the moist soil below. The dry period is just as
important as the wet period.

Existing gardens follow guidelines for New
Plantings every year until the 4th of July.

How Often Should I Water During the
Summer & Fall Months?
Water deeply 2 days per week summer through
fall - 2 times per watering day. Space the watering

days with one day in-between.

How Should I Program My Automatic
Timer to Follow the Guidelines?

How Do I Determine How Many Minutes
to Run Each Zone?

Set your irrigation timer to water 2 days per week
with 2 start times, so that each zone will run twice in
the same day.

There is no set answer, because the number of
minutes needed depends on water pressure, the
design of your sprinkler system and whether you
have pop-up spray heads or rotary heads. Weather
conditions will also affect the amount of water
needed by the garden.

Example: Water on Monday. Skip Tuesday. Water on
Wednesday. Then do not water again until the following
Monday. This allows a 4 day drying period.
Example: If you have been watering 3 days per week for 12
minutes once a day during New Watering Guidelines
phase, transition to Established Watering Guidelines by
setting start time #1 to run for 12 minutes starting at
6:00am. If you have 7 zones, it will take 84 minutes (7
zones x 12 minutes) or 1 hour 24 minutes to run the cycle.
Watering will finish at 7:24 am. Start time #2 could begin
at 7:30 am of the same day. Alternatively, start time #2
could begin at 6:00 pm of the same day. Total watering
time for each zone will be 24 minutes for the day.

Typical running time per session ranges from 5-13
minutes for pop-up heads. Rotary heads range from
20-40 minutes. Two 12 minute sessions 2 days would
be a good place to start with pop-up spray heads.
Start with two 30-minute sessions 2 days for rotary
heads. Add or subtract minutes as needed.

Why Run the System Twice a Day Instead
of Once?
Often the soil cannot absorb the water as quickly as
automatic irrigation systems put it out. Water may
begin to puddle or run off, but actually it has not
soaked deeply for optimal root growth. By giving
the first application of water time to soak in, the soil
will hold more water when the irrigation cycles a
second time.
Gardens on a slope may benefit from 3 watering
sessions in one day.
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Watering Guidelines for
ESTABLISHED Gardens
Automatic Irrigation: 3 Days Per Week Watering Restrictions or No Restrictions
(cont’d.)
How Late Into Fall Should I Water?
If conditions are dry, continue watering
through October.

Why Not Continue to Water 3 Days
Per Week?
Keeping the garden consistently moist will
promote shallow roots. Your plants will look
great this year, but will not develop a deep
healthy root system to survive the winter and
thrive next year.

What if the Garden is Too Dry Before
the Next Scheduled Watering Day?
If the garden was not kept evenly moist at the
beginning of the season, the roots may be
underdeveloped and not ready to adapt to the
Watering Guidelines for Established Gardens. In
this case, go back to the Watering Guidelines for
New Plantings until the roots have spread.
If you are confident that the garden was watered
correctly during the New Plantings phase, stay
on the 2 day per week schedule and increase the
amount of water the plants are getting by
increasing the time on each zone or adding a
third watering session on your watering days.
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